
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
UWE Bristol, in partnership with the BBC, has developed a unique MA in Journalism focusing 
on current affairs and investigations across all media platforms. 
 
The course is taught by academics with a background at all levels of the industry and 
industry professionals from all media outlets.  It is a practice-oriented postgraduate degree 
underpinned by academic context, critical analysis and professional experience and 
knowledge.  
 
The course develops storytelling skills and teaches students how to make intelligent and 
revealing output for press, broadcast and web media.  
 
Students also learn how to investigate significant social and political problems and human 
rights issues, how to uncover corporate and government abuses of power within a 
multimedia and multiplatform environment. 
  
Our core strength is that we offer a distinct and bespoke learning experience. Each student 
is matched with a BBC industry mentor who acts as an adviser for the student's professional 
development and guides them through the production of the final major project.  
 
MA Journalism is one of three PG awards developed by the School of Film and Journalism in 
partnership with the BBC in Bristol. 
  
Applicants must be able to demonstrate a passion for their field and a strong desire to 
produce powerful journalism with impact. 
 
Teaching takes place on the Bower Ashton campus which has recently benefited from a 
multi-million pound investment in technology and industry-approved facilities. That 
investment – alongside an existing broadcast studio capable of producing television, radio 
and multimedia programmes - enables students to develop their journalistic skills to 
professional standards.  
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The campus is also home to students of film, photography, animation, graphic design, 
illustration, fine art and 3D printing. These convergent disciplines enrich the student 
experience of the multimedia broadcasting landscape and our journalism students learn to 
work confidently in interdisciplinary teams.  
   
Bristol and the wider South West region is a thriving global center for creative and cultural 
industries. The BBC has a strong regional presence and there's a highly successful 
independent production community from world-leading Aardman Animation to small and 
medium scale enterprises hungry for ideas and enthusiasm. This regional wealth of 
producers in radio, magazine, newspaper, film, online, public relations and marketing and 
digital communications underpins the department’s outstanding partnerships and ensures 
there’s a range of willing and committed industry speakers and lecturers are on campus all 
year round. 
 
The vibrancy of Bristol provides a perfect forum for students to develop their journalism 
skills.  
 
 


